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The Icegate of Spyre Oct 25 2019 Was there ever in the whole of the Sundered Lands an island more extraordinary than Spyre? From the swampy, beast-infested
jungles at the bottom to the snowy mountain monastery at the top, the place is full of wonders...and dreadful dangers. It is on the frozen peaks that Trundle,
Esmeralda and Jack must search for the fourth lost crown of the Badger Lords of Old: the Crown of Ice. And as if this wasn't trouble enough, they also have to deal
with their new companion - a wild and crazy hare by the name of Ishmael March!
Poppy Cat Loves Rainbows Nov 25 2019 A casebound board book, where Poppy Cat learns about the colours of the rainbow. Each spread features a new colour
of sparkly foil, all adding up to make a sparkly rainbow finale. It is intended for pre-schoolers.
The Faerie Path #4: The Immortal Realm Apr 11 2021 In an instant, a time of joy and celebration turns to one of heartbreak and fear. Tania has finally found a
way to bring her two worlds together, and while enjoying a long-awaited meeting of her Mortal and Faerie families, with her beloved Edric by her side, all seems
right for the princess. But when a Faerie baby suddenly falls ill, followed by more and more Faeries—including her own sister Cordelia—Tania knows that
something is terribly wrong. With no time to lose, Tania joins forces with her sisters to find a cure before this dark plague kills everyone she loves. Yet as the illness
spirals out of control, Tania realizes that what they really need is help from the Mortal World. But will bringing another stranger to Faerie only make things worse?
With countless lives hanging in the balance and a fast-growing Faerie suspicion of all things Mortal—including Tania herself—Tania makes a desperate move that
will either save the land and people she has come to hold dear . . . or destroy their only chance for survival.
Legend of the Pharaoh's Tomb Sep 16 2021 First book in the Chronicles of the Moon series.
The Cat Lady Apr 30 2020 Chloe hears some ghastly rumors about the neighborhood Cat Lady which could be true; Mark and Calvin are impressed by a new
friend who doesn't play by the rules; and Alice finds out why she is told not to wake the baby.
Merion of the Stones Jan 08 2021 Branwen must bravely follow destiny's path even when it leads her into the enemy's stronghold ... Her next task from the
Shining Ones is to rescue an ancient god trapped in a Saxon prison. But the trail leads into the heart of Saxon territory, and she and her followers face their
greatest challenge yet ... until she learns that she is being hunted by the most feared warrior of all Scandinavia. Surrounded by danger, it is the worst time for her
loyal band to splinter. But as Branwen seeks to outgrow her mentor, tensions within her band are growing. In her darkest hour, can Branwen remain on destiny's
path?
The Faerie Path Oct 29 2022 An ordinary girl discovers she is a lost princess of Faerie—and is torn between two worlds and between two loves. Anita was living
an ordinary life, until an elegant stranger pulled her into another world. She discovers she is Tania, the lost princess of Faerie. Since Tania’s mysterious
disappearance on the eve of her wedding five hundred years before, Faerie has been sunk in gloom. With her return, Faerie comes alive again. But Tania can’t
forget Anita’s world, or the boy she loved there. Torn between two loves and between two worlds, Tania comes to realize why she disappeared so long ago. There
is a magical ability that only she possesses, and that she must use to stop a sinister plan that threatens not only her, but the entire world of Faerie.
The Mole and Beverley Miller Sep 28 2022 'It was Bev' said Sophie 'she's been knocked off her bike by a car.' In a daze, Michael allowed himself to be led into the
kitchen. He sat at the table, staring out of the window at the wall of the house next door. He relived their parting embrace; he always kept his eyes open so there
could be no doubt that she was real. He had kissed too many phantoms. Michael reflects on how his relationship with Beverley has grown while he waits and
hopes that she will get better. "One of the most believable, emotionally gripping and real teen novels I've read for a long time" Stphanie Nettell, The Guardian
Accidents Don't Happen Mar 30 2020
The Tears of Isis Jan 20 2022 Olly Christie and Josh Welles are on an archaeological dig in Egypt, with Olly's father who is searching for the first of the Talismans
of the Moon - the Tears of Isis. Olly and Josh are determined to investigate. Not only do they have to avoid the Egyptian tomb booby-traps, they will also have to
thwart whoever it is who is trying to sabotage the dig...
Faerie Path #6: The Charmed Return Aug 23 2019 By the light of the pure eclipse, two worlds will be as one . . . She was once a princess of Faerie, the seventh
daughter of King Oberon. But sixteen-year-old Anita Palmer has no memory of the Faerie Realm; her true Faerie princess identity; her love, Edric; or her quest to
save Faerie from a deadly plague that ravaged it. With the help of an unexpected ally, Anita must figure out a way to reawaken Tania, her Faerie self—but how?
Now Anita—or is she Tania?—doesn't know who, or what, to trust, including her own memories. With no time to spare, Anita must act. A thrilling final battle is soon
to be waged that will affect not only her destiny but the fate of both Faerie and the Mortal World. Loyalties will be tested, true love questioned, and nothing is what
it seems.
Bushbaby Jul 14 2021 Above all else Bushbaby loves figs and must find a way to outwit Monitor, the fierce lizard that guards the tree where the most delicious
ones grow.
UNQUIET GRAVES(MACMILLAN READERS 3) Feb 27 2020
My Sister, My Slave Oct 17 2021
The Tyrant King Jun 25 2022 Zak's training is cut short when he is sent on his first mission. The King of Montevisto and his family have been threatened and the
secret services believe the attack will take place on the family's forthcoming visit to the UK. It's vital that the trip goes smoothly and Zak is in charge of protecting
the king's son. He soon finds he needs all his training and talents to outwit the enemy and save lives. A gripping new thriller in this fast-paced series. Perfect for
young fans of 24.
My Real Best Friend Mar 22 2022 One of a series, first published as Little Sister, featuring the battles between two sisters. It's a testing time for Stacy and her
friends Cindy, Fern and Pippa, trying to sort out who knows whom the best as they get in training for the television show My Best Friend.
Fire Over Swallowhaven Aug 03 2020 Trundle, Esmeralda and Jack are racing across the skies of the Sundered Lands, in search of the nest of the wondrous
phoenix bird. There they will surely find the Crown of Fire, third of the six lost crowns of the ancient Badger Lords. Well, that's the plan, but first they must survive a
terrible battle in the skies over the city of Swallowhaven, with Captain Grizzletusk and his pirate fleet. And if they do live to tell the tale - can they be sure in the end
that the extraordinary phoenix will choose to help them?
The Wicker Man May 12 2021 A horse was sacrificed 2000 years ago to the Celtic gods of the underworld. As the village of Bodin Summerley prepares for its May
Day celebrations, a team of archaeologists and four children excavate the horse's mummified head. The discovery turns the ancient festivities into something
sinister.
The Icegate of Spyre Jun 01 2020 Was there ever in the whole of the Sundered Lands an island more extraordinary than Spyre? From the swampy, beastinfested jungles at the bottom to the snowy mountain monastery at the top, the place is full of wonders...and dreadful dangers. It is on the frozen peaks that
Trundle, Esmeralda and Jack must search for the fourth lost crown of the Badger Lords of Old: the Crown of Ice. And as if this wasn't trouble enough, they also
have to deal with their new companion - a wild and crazy hare by the name of Ishmael March!
Legend of the Anaconda King May 24 2022 Josh and Olivia are searching for the sacred Talismans of the Moon - the keys to the ancient world!
The Cost of Going Free Nov 06 2020
Trundle's Quest Jul 22 2019 Trundle Boldoak is off on an adventure - whether he likes it or not! Esmeralda Lightfoot knows he is the one to help her find the six
lost crowns of the Badger Lords of Old, scattered throughout the Sundered Lands: an archipelago of islands adrift in the sky. Before Trundle can finish his cabbage
tea, they're off in a windship bound for strange and distant worlds - with the fearsome Captain Grizzletusk and his pirates hot on their heels! Visit

www.sunderedlands.co.uk for sneak peeks, games, competitions and lots more.
Rhiannon of the Spring Jan 28 2020 YOU CAN BE A WARRIOR IF YOU CHOOSE TO BE ... Fifteen-year-old Branwen's life is changed for ever when enemy
Saxon troops attack her homeland and kill her brother. Branwen is ready to jump into action and avenge her brother's death , but instead she is sent to a
neighbouring village, safe out of harm's way. Yet while she is surrounded by exquisite luxury in her new home - as a princess should be - she feels different from
other girls. Branwen has the soul of a warrior. Then a mystical woman in white foretells a daunting prophecy that Branwen will be the one to save her homeland.
With no time to lose, Branwen must make a choice: continue in the path her parents set for her ... or step into the role of a true warrior princess.
The Great Sister War Jul 02 2020 The Great Sister War between Stacy and her older sister Amanda has started in earnest, and all hell is breaking loose in the
Allen household. Ruining clothes, ignoring each other, bathroom fights, homework wrecking...Sooner or later, one sister is going to have to surrender - and Stacy
is determined it's not going to be her!
The Elephant of Parvati Aug 27 2022 Olly and Josh are on the hunt for the next Talisman of the Moon. This time they're in India, surrounded by mountain temples
and a spectacular movie set, searching for the legendary Elephant of Parvati. An ancient parchment holds the key and they seem to be on the right track, but
mysteriously someone else is always one step ahead of them...
Warrior Princess #3: The Emerald Flame Jul 26 2022 The Emerald Flame of her people. Branwen has finally accepted that the Shining Ones have chosen her to
save her country from the Saxon invaders. But the next stage in her journey includes a seemingly impossible mission, and the path before her is filled with
darkness and danger. Branwen is pushed to the brink of disaster, and with each step she takes, she is being pulled farther from the life she once knew?the life she
still desperately misses. Guided by the spirits, with both her fearless friend Rhodri and the dashing, sometimes maddening Iwan by her side, Branwen must
overcome terrifying odds if she is to succeed in her quest. But a true Warrior Princess won't back down . . . even when an old enemy returns.
Deep End Oct 05 2020 Your life can change in a second. Maddie Cooper's did. She and her parents were gunned down in the street by an unknown assailant.
Maddie's mother was killed and her Scotland Yard Inspector father was left in a wheelchair. Maddie was injured in the fall, her career as a dancer finished almost
before it had begun. Searching for a new role in life, Maddie signs up as a trainee in her father's notorious flying squad: Police Investigation Command. PIC has a
roving brief to combat crime in London and Maddie, quick-witted, intelligent and intuitive, is well-equipped to cope with the demands of her new job. She teams up
with Alex Cox, an ace undercover man who can slip in and out of accents as easily as he does disguises, and Danny Bell, an electronics whizzkid with a razorsharp mind. These three talented teenagers have the ability, courage, and technical know-how to fight crime, wherever it rears its ugly head on the streets of
London.
Trundle's Quest Dec 27 2019 Trundle Boldoak is off on an adventure - whether he likes it or not! Esmeralda Lightfoot knows he is the one to help her find the six
lost crowns of the Badger Lords of Old, scattered throughout the Sundered Lands: an archipelago of islands adrift in the sky. Before Trundle can finish his cabbage
tea, they're off in a windship bound for strange and distant worlds - with the fearsome Captain Grizzletusk and his pirates hot on their heels! Visit
www.sunderedlands.co.uk for sneak peeks, games, competitions and lots more.
The Mooncake of Chang-O Mar 10 2021 Olly and Josh are in China on the track of another precious talisman - the Mooncake of Chang-O. Once again the friends'
eager investigations lead them into all sorts of trouble - escaping an ancient sect, finding a lost city and outwitting a dangerous enemy who wants the talisman for
himself.
Voices Aug 15 2021 Scary Stories about Kate, Justin and Tim.
Fair Wind to Widdershins Sep 23 2019 Hidden deep within the crumbling island city of Widdershins lies the Crown of Iron. It's up to Trundle Boldoak, Jack Nimble
and the Roamany Princess Esmeralda Lightfoot to find it. And there's nothing that can stop them! Well, except for Captain Grizzletusk and his pirate hordes, a
deadly reef of rocks across their path, and armed guards patrolling the very place they need to search. Still, at least the adventurers have Esmeralda's Aunt Millie,
the Roamany Queen, to help them. She'll get them out of trouble ... won't she? Visit www.sunderedlands.co.uk for sneak peeks, games, competitions and lots
more.
The Phantom Airman Feb 21 2022
Adrenaline Rush Sep 04 2020 Zak is undercover as a stunt double on a movie set in Hollywood. His mission is to investigate multi-millionaire Elton Dean who has
ties to a terrorist called Raging Moon. But as Zak gets closer to uncovering the truth, it becomes clear his cover has been compromised. Can he find out what's
going on before he is captured, or killed? The fifth in this gripping new series. Perfect for young fans of 24.
Caradoc of the North Wind Jun 20 2019 HOW FAR CAN THE BONDS OF LOYALTY BE STRETCHED? As the war with the Saxons reaches its darkest hour,
Branwen is taking on 'suicidal' missions. Disaster strikes, and a valued friend suffers a devastating injury, testing the loyalty of her band of followers to the limit.
Branwen must trust in the power of her destiny more than ever - and when she discovers her greatest ally has entered a secret alliance with her greatest enemy,
she decides enough is enough. But a deadly trap awaits, and Branwen finds herself the prized prisoner of a man half-blinded by a thirst for revenge ...
Legends of the Golden Elephant Jun 13 2021
Stacy the Matchmaker Dec 19 2021
Full Circle Dec 07 2020 Hedgehogs Trundle and Esmeralda are facing an impossible task. The last of the six lost crowns of the Badger Lords of Old is hidden on
an island no one has ever heard of. Even if they do manage to find it, they must then set sail for a place that doesn't exist! With the crowns theyhave found
behaving so very dangerously, Aunt Millie and the pirates breathing down their necks, and powerful magic working against them, is there any hope that they can
fulfil their quest? This is the final book in the SUNDERED LANDS series by celebrated author Allan Frewin Jones and REDWALL illustrator Gary Chalk.
The Legends Nov 18 2021 Describes the achievements of outstanding hockey players, including Gordie Howe, Wayne Gretzky, Ken Dryden, and Bobby Orr
Meerkat in Trouble Feb 09 2021 Mali the meerkat leads her baby siblings on an adventurous hunting trip.
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